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In the gnomonic projection the shift from one plane of projection to another can

be accomplished graphically by several difierent methods; by their use the observer

is able to locate the positions of diametral planes and of single points in the new

projection. Several new methods, based on the isometric lines and their polar planes,

are described briefly, together with the existing methods. The usefuiness of the

gnomonic projection as an aid in photograrrmetric mapping from airplane photo-

graphs is emphasized.

The gnomonic projection is widely used in crystallography' navi-

gation, and other branches of science, for the reason that all great

circles on the sphere appear as straight lines in the projection. The

plane of projection is the plane tangent to the sphere at a given

point called the pole of the projection. In many problems it is de-

sirable to change from one plane of projection to another. This can

be done with the aid of a special gnomonic projection plot, or by

graphical methods, or by computation. The projection plot, how-

ev3r, is at a disadvantage because, for polar angles exceeding 70",

the plot is so large that it becomes unwieldy. Recourse must then

be had to some method of graphical construction or to computa-

tion. Several of the graphical methods are known,l but others de-

scribed below appear to be novel and may merit brief description,

although they are based on known principles.
In Fig. 1a let the plane of the paper be the plane of projection,

tangent at P to the sphere of reference of radius PC. The actual

center of the sphere, O, is directly beneath P. The straight line,

FNS, represents a great circle in projection and is, in fact, the line

of intersection of the diametral plane, whose trace on the sphere is

the given great circle, with the tangent plane of projection. The

plane of projection is now shifted, so that another direction, OP1

represented by the point P1 in the present projection, becomes the

pole. The problem is to find the position of the great circle plane,

FIy'S, and of any given point, such as B, in the projection after the

rotation. The problem can be solved graphically with the aid of

certain construction lines and points indicated in Figs. la to 1d.

I V. Goldschmidt, Ueber Projektion und Graphische Krystallberechnung, pp'

67-71,1887, Berlin.
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Frc. la. In this figure the several constructional lines and points are shown which
may serve as aids in determining the positions oI zone lines and points in the
gnomonic projection after its rotation through a given angle 9.

Frc. lb. Illustrates the methods for locating the points, Zr on the principal
line, K' on the isometric line, and S, on the isometric polar line.

Frc. lc. Indicates how the points, B, on the normal line, and e, on the new guide
line are found.

Frc. 1d. Illustrates the methods for ascertaining the positions of the points,
1[' on the new prism line, 1/ on the new prism line after rotation, also the direction
of the desired line 1['.8 parallel with the line ,421[.
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The shift oI the projection from pole P to pole P1 is essentially a

rotation of the projection about the horizontal axis parallel to PC

(Fig. 1a), and through the center, O, of the sphere. During this

rotation, points in the vertical plane normal to the axis and repre-

sented by the princi'pal line PiP' remain in the plane; also all

great circle planes containing the axis of rotation remain perpen-

dicular to the line PiP'and their traces in the projection are

parallel lines. To measure the angular rotation, rotate the vertical

plane P;PP' about the line PvPt as an axis and bring the center

of the sphere, O, into the plane of projection at C. The actual angle

of rotation from P1 to P is then the angle PCPl:0. On rotation Pr

becomes the new pole and P, the original pole, is shifted to P''

The original equatorial plane, of which P is the pole, becomes the

Iine ly''D in the new projection;in like manner the line Driy', which

is the great circle plane normal to P1, (P1CD1:90o), becomes the

equator after the rotation. The line AzK is midway, in angular

measure, between P1 and' P; angle PCA2:angIe P1CA2:0/2' On

rotation,,4s is shifted to Az'and the l ine AzK to A2'Kt. The line

AzK is important because it represents the line of intersection of

the new and old planes of projection; it is common to both projec-

tions; similarly the Iine AztK' . The points on AzK retain the same

relative positions on A2'K'l thus the point K is shifted to K'and

A2'K' : A2K. In stereophotogrammetry these lines are the per-

spectioe lines, so named because on them the scales are similar and

not distorted.
To find the angle between any two points, as Pr and B (Fig' 1a),

in a given great circle plane bring the center, O, of the sphere to '4 1

in the plane of projection by rotating the plane about the line PrB'

The distance PrO to the center of the sphere is equal to P1C:- PlCt

Draw P 1A 1: P tC t and find at A t the desired position of the center

of the sphere brought into the plane of projection. The point '4 1

is called. the angle point ol the great circle plane P1B. The angle

PrArB is the angle between the radial lines represented by the

points Pr and B. Simitarly Ar' , A' , Az and Az' ate the angle points

of the great circle planes PC, P'Q' , D1N, and D/y'' respectively'

As possible constructional aids we have then the angle point C

from which the angle between any two points on the principal

l,'ine P'Pr can be read off directly; the normal, line PC with its

angle point A; the old. and new guid'elines PrB and PtQ' with the

angle points ,4 r and At ; the old and new prism ot polar guid'e lines,
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DrN and DN' with the angle points Az and A2,; the corwnon or per_
spective I'ines AzK and A2'K,; the common polor planes RS and
R'S', polar respectively to Az and A2,. With the aid of these con_
structional elements the observer may choose any two of the fol-
lowing operations to ascertain the position of any given great circle
plane or zone line, such as F1y'S, in the new projection.

(1) The point K, the intersection of the given line with the origi-
nal isometric l ine, becomes K/ in the new projection. (Fig. 1b).
A 2 K :  A 2 t K t .

(2) The intercept R'S'on the polar plane to,42, is equal to the
intercept RS on the,RS line polar to A2,. (Fig. 1b). Angles,42CR
:Az'CR' :90 '  (F ig.  1a) .

(3) The point Z at ttre intersection of FS with the principal line
PP' (Fig.1b) is shifted to Lt ; the angle LCL,is equal to the angle
of rotation, d, of the projection.

( ) The angle between P and 0 (Fig. 1c) on the normal line is
PAQ. Draw through A', the angle point oI pte,, a line parallel
with AQ and find Q'.

(7) llhe plane ID is shifted to I'D,by rotation of the projection.
(Angle DCDt:d. Fig. 1d). Draw through p,, the angie point o1
I'D', a l ine parallel wjth IAz,and thus locate It. (f ig. 1d).

The seven points obtained by these different operations are all
Iocated on the desired straight line which represents the position
of the old line FI/S in the new projection. Experience has shown
that the position of Flls in the original projection determines, in a
measure, the selection of the operations to use in ascertaining the
position of the line after rotation of the projection. With the excep_
tion of isometric lines and their polar planes the methods are based
on the use of angle points of definite construction lines.

To find the position of any given point, 1, (Fig. 1d) after rotation
of the plane of projection, method Z is probably the simplest. In
the original projection the given point is at the intersection of two
coordinate lines, ID and IF. The angle point of ID js at A/ ; after
rotation, the line ID is at 1,D/ whose angle point is p/. The angle
between the plane f Az, and. the principal plane, Dp,, is IA2;D.
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Draw through P', the angle point of D'It, a line parallelwilh I-Az'

and locate ihe point I ' ln-I 'D' ' Lngle I 'P'D'is then equal to

angle IAz'D. Therefore f is the position of the given point after

the rotation.
In crystallography a crystal drawing is made by projecting in

parallel perspitive the ,on" u*t' on a given plane of projection'

fnus, if a top view or plan is desired, perpendiculars are erected

to the different zone lines in gnomonic projection and the crystal

faces are represented as they appear projected orthographically on

the equatorlal plane. eny oitrer-plane of projection is obtained by

drawing its trace in the irojection, by locating its angle point' and

then, b"y erecting a line peipendicular to the Iine passing through

the angie point and ttre poinl of intersection of a zone line with the

gi,r"r, iru.", the direction of the edge between any two faces in

ih" gilr.n zone is obtained. The same directions can be obtained

by first rotating the projection so that the desired plane of pro-

jection is the equatoriul-plu,t" and then erecting the normals to

ih",on" lines in their new positions. For planes of projection not

too far from the equatoriai plane of the original projection' this

method is serviceable. It was the first method used for preparing

crystal drawings from the gnomonic projection2 and is analogous

to the usual method adopted for preparing a crystal drawing from

a stereographic projection. But ordinarily the plane of projection

chosen i-o, crystat drawings is near the pole of the original projec-

tion and the crystal fac.s i.t the central part of the original gno-

monic projection are so far away from the pole in the new po]e1-

tion that the standard p.ocedure is preferable, either with or with-

out the aid of a preliminary top view or plan drawing'

In gnomonic charts fo, gieat circle sailing the foregoinS me-th.o$s

for shifting from one poil of projection to another are useful in

preliminarj' work' The degree of accuracy obtainable is not great

t".uor* the earth's geoid surface is not strictly spherical'

In phototopographic work the gnomonic projection enters to. a

certain exteni. ihe photograph of a plane area taken from an air-

plane is a gnomonic projeciio.t of that area on the plane of the nega-

tive. If the area is covered with a rectangular network or grid for

measuring purposes, an oblique view of the grid shows the lines

conrre.girrgloward definite poit'tt on the horizon' The view is' in

2 V. Goldschmidt, ueber Projektion und Graphische Krystallberechnung' pp'

82-35,1887, Berli,n.
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